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- Each board book has a side die-cut that allows little hands to easily hold the book- Bright blue and

yellow branding on the front and spine clearly identifies the Rookie Toddler board book line; each

level of Rookie books will each carry its own distinctive color pattern- Books feature simple, rhythmic

text to read aloud to toddlers- Big bold artwork, photos, or photo illustrations make each book

visually appealing- Each book addresses 1 of 5 essential curriculum themes: self/body awareness;

home/family; neighborhood; wider world; readiness concepts- Beyond its main curriculum theme,

each book offers secondary learning topics to use with toddlers upon subsequent readings- At the

end of each book is a parent note with suggested activites linked to the story and its theme
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Very short. Words are meant to be sung (we don't). Probably best for an infant, not a toddler. My

daughter is 3 and likes this book but it's not very informative for her. I'd like to see a book about why

it's important to brush to avoid cavities. I'm going to keep looking.My daughter is the type to flip out

over having her teeth brushed. A full on crazy tantrum complete with screaming and flailing arms

and legs. The way we fixed this is to allow her to brush her teeth, and then mom or dad 'checks' to

see if she missed some spots. Then we say, "oops you missed a piece of food back here, lemme

get that for you..." and then we brush. We compliment her on how well she does and give her things



to practice "next time".We don't sing the song to the tune in the book. We just read it like a poem.

This helps remind my daughter that brushing is important, but one of the best things we have found

is to show her pictures or videos of people brushing. We let her see us brush too. She has a video

called Bedtime for Frances where a little badger brushes her teeth before bed and she sings a tooth

brushing song. My daughter sings this to herself. If you can find a picture or video of your child's

favorite character brushing their teeth it might just help!We also have our own silly family song we

made up. It's to the tune of Row, Row, Row Your Boat. You might like to try it too. It goes like

this:Brush, brush, brush your teeth. Brush them every day.If you do not brush your teeth, they will

rot away.Brush, brush, brush your teeth, keep them nice and clean.If you do not brush your teeth,

they'll turn brown and green.Brush, brush, brush your teeth. Keep them pearly white.If you do not

brush your teeth, your breath will not smell nice.Maybe that will help someone lol. It helps us!

The directions on the book say to sing the words to the tune of "Do Your Ears Hang Low", but there

are too many lines in the book (though not enough to sing through the tune twice...) and it doesn't

sync up with the melody. Sure, my kid is excited to see a book about teeth brushing, but really, how

hard would it have been for the author to write the correct number of lines if they're going to tell you

what tune to sing it to?

I'm not sure if it encouraged her to brush , probably not , but it kept her engaged during readings .

We ( my toddler and me ) definitely had a lot of interactions and laughs with this book.

Super-cute illustrations and the kids love that I'm able to sing the words to them. We got it yesterday

and we've already read it several times.

Very cute book. My son enjoys reading it with me and has no problem brushing his teeth, a favorite

in his home library.

I didn't find this book helpful at getting my toddler interested in brushing her teeth. It's very simplistic

and you are supposed to sing the book to the tune of "Do your ears hang low" but it's a little

awkward with some of the wording.

When a book gets your 2 year old excited to brush their teeth, it's a good investment ;)



Before using the book there was always drama brushing teeth. This book is simple, but it worked for

sure
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